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For close to ten years now, Milton P. Perry (historian and curator of the museum at 
the Harry S. Truman Library in Independence) has been tantalizing Sherlockians and 
others with hints of the discovery of evidence suggesting that Holmes participated in the 
investigation of a Cadogan West-like murder in the United States in his pre-Watson days. 
Public notice of the initial results of his researches first appeared in an interview article 
entitled 'Visit by Sherlock Holmes to Kansas City Disclosed" in the January 1, 1967 
Tulia Daily World. And more recently, readers of the Kansas City Star for November 28, 
1975 were informed of the news in a feature captioned 'Holmes tan Logic 'Solves' 1820 
Death Here"--- long summary of Perry's data which also hints at even more standing 
revelations involving our hero and Jesse James. His long over-due essay's incubation 
period must be something of a world's record, but we think the end product has been 
worth the wait; although other Holmesians have anticipated the author with speculations 
about the Great Detective's American-based activities, none, we believe, has offered such 
lively and elaborate documentation. Our thanks to Mr. Perry for his submission and to the 
editors of the Star for allowing us to reprint the accompanying illustration by Jack 
Ashier.  Howard Brody is a medical student enrolled at Michigan State University. He 
finds time to participate in the affairs of The Greek Interpreters of East Lansing and to 
conduct research into our mutually favorite subject. "That Trip to Norway" is the first of 
two articles by him to appear in BSM. .... The anagrammatically pseudonymous Vivian 
Darkbloom has not seen fit to furnish us with any personal data, and, considering the 
scandalously iconoclastic thrust of her principal thesis, we are not surprised. The author 
appears to be California-based, also engaged in medical studies, and a student of the 
works of Vladimir Nabokov as well as John H. Watson's.  Our thanks also to regular 
contributors Glenn J. Shea, Jon L. Lellenberg, and Abe Slaney who are on hand once 
again. 

About the Cover 
This issue's cover illustration was taken from a large pastel drawing executed by 

Albert E. Crockett as a Christmas gift to Sherlockian Frank Reilly of New York. Mr. 
Reilly's correspondents will recognize it as the main feature of his 1975 Christmas card. 
Some purists may cavil at the non-Canonical calabash, but the rendition is otherwise an 
outstanding example of the highest form of the art." 
  



THE BODY BESIDE THE TRACKS, 
or 

The True Adventures of Sherlock Holmes in Kansas City 
by Milton F. Perry 

 
In several issues of the Kansas City, Missouri, Journal during the last week of 

December 1879 and the first few days of 1880 were advertisements stating that at the 
renowned Coates Opera at Tenth and Broadway there would be a "season of English 
Opera." Offered by travelling English company would be Bohemian Girl, Paul and 
Virginia, and Gounod's Romeo and Juliet. "Large and brilliant" audiences attended the 
presentation, braving cold weather, muddy streets, and swirling fog. The review of 
Romeo and Juliet, which appeared on Friday, January 9, 1880, reported the critic's 
pleasure at being able to witness a professional performance. 

The January 1lth issue of the paper carried the following story, under the heading 
"Rather Mysterious": 

Last evening at 9:30 a Journal reporter, while crossing the Bluff 
Street Bridge (leading from a cliff to Union Depot), looked down upon the 
tracks below where three men were standing in the light of a flickering 
lamp. They were standing around some object; and looking over the 
railing of the north side of the bridge, the face of a man, pale and 
bloodstained, met his gaze. Quickly descending to the place, David 
Jenkins, the night switchman, and the two other men were found standing 
by the body of a dead man who apparently had fallen from the bridge. An 
ugly gash some three or four inches long had been made on the right side 
of the face below the jaw, and from his mouth on the right side had flowed 
an ounce or two of coagulated blood. He was first seen by Jenkins as he 
came out of the Union Depot yards to open the switch. Horrified to see the 
dead man in front of him on the track, he ran back, and halting the train, 
called the yardmaster. Returning to the place, it was discovered that the 
man lay between the first and second tracks from the west end of the 
bridge, his right hand resting on the rail. Without disturbing the body 
except to remove the hand from the track and place it upon the body, the 
train was signaled forward and slowly passed by. 

Upon reaching the body of the unfortunate man, the reporter's first 
inquiry of Jenkins was if he had moved the dead man's head or legs. 
Nothing had been done with him except as above stated. His position was 
some 12 feet out from a plumb line on the north side of the bridge, and 
lying upon his back, his feet extended toward the depot.  Closely 
examining the track, the tie upon which his head rested and the ground 
upon which he lay, no signs were apparent which would indicate that he 
had fallen from the bridge. Although the wound was on the right side of 
the head which rested on the track, not a drop of blood was found on the 
tie, not a particle of flesh or hair was to be found sticking on the wood on 
which the head must have struck had he fallen.  In falling from 30 to 40 



feet some disturbance of the ground would have been made, but not a 
single indentation was to be found under him. 

Officer	Kelley	came	to	 the	place	about	half	an	hour	after	he	was	
found	and	the	remains	were	removed	to	the	side	of	the	watch	house.	
In	a	short	time	a	large	number	had	congregated	and	an	expressman	by	
the	name	of	Birch	recognized	the	dead	man	to	be	L.	D.	Gunn.	

Soon	 after,	 a	 clerk	 from	 the	 Union	 Depot	 Hotel	 also	 recognized	
him.	Gunn	was	well	known	 in	 the	neighborhood	of	 the	Union	Depot,	
where	he	had	worked	both	as	a	painter	and	carpenter.		At	the	time	he	
tended	 bar	 in	 a	 saloon	under	 the	 building	 formerly	 occupied	 by	 the	
Missouri	Valley	Bank	on	Union	Avenue.	

	
Gunn, it was pointed out, was not a drunkard. He had last been seen at 4:00 p. m. 

on Friday (the 9th) and nothing unusual had been noticed. The cause of death, said the 
Journal, "cannot be conjectured" unless by a fall. Gunn had no money on him; and the 
paper speculated darkly, it was "not known if he had had any trouble that would lead to 
revengeful murder." However, noted the account, "the surroundings did seem to indicate 
foul play." Near Gunn was a pair of red mittens, and some six feet away lay his hat. An 
evening paper was stuffed in a coat pocket, and in the watch-pocket of his vest was found 
a lead pencil and a pocket comb. "The only disturbance of his clothing was a fresh rent 
some two inches long on the right knee of his pants. There were no other tears noticeable. 
Gunn had been dead about an hour. 

 
The Journal reporter stated that when he arrived three men were standing by 

Gunn's remains. Two are identified: David Jenkins, the night switchman who discovered 
the body, and the yardmaster, whom Jenkins fetched from the depot. The identity of the 



third man was not known to the reporter--- a stranger to him, Jenkins, and the yardmaster; 
yet a person who was at the depot when the yardmaster was called, and one who 
exhibited more than a normal amount of curiosity. 
The facts cited by the reporter---the exact position of the body: the exact distance from 
the plumb line of the bridge: the condition of the clothing: the personal effects in the 
pockets: the exact distance away from the cap; details as to the lack of copious bisecting: 
and the absence of any evidence on the track or the ground of a 30 to 40 foot fall---are 
those of a penetrating observer. Note, too, that the reporter claims he asked only about the 
moving of the body--nothing else. 
 He concluded his article with the observation that the man could hardly have 
fallen from the bridge, and even questioned later arrivals as to their opinions about the 
possibility of a murder. 

To a mind like that of the unnamed third man, which sought out and analyzed the 
most minute clues, and which fitted then into the only solution that the facts would 
permit, such was the obvious answer. 

No man intent on suicide would purchase the evening's paper to carry with him to 
read.  Gunn was a neat dresser: he wore a vest, his clothing was clean, and he carried a 
comb with him. Yet his pants were torn. The emphasis on the rent alone is evidence that 
his clothes were otherwise in good condition. And there was no money in his pockets---
not a cent. Saturday was payday and he had a family to support.  Where was his cash? 

Remember also that he had worked in a saloon under the Missouri Valley Bank. 
This could be the most important clue of all. Had there been a conspiracy?  Did thieves 
fall out?  Did Gunn lose his nerve? Was he silenced? And who was the mysterious 
inquiring stranger? The reporter never learned his identity, but after nearly a century 
perhaps we can. 

It has been generally accepted that Sherlock Holmes, a young man on the 
threshold of his career as a consulting detective, travelled in the United States in 1879-
1880. He seems to have been associated with a dramatic company1 either as an actor or 
as a musician, or perhaps both2.  Such employment would have enabled him to visit 
various parts of the country. The trip left many lasting impressions, a number of which 
are found scattered throughout the canon: his acquaintance with American slang, dress,  
             
(1.) William S. Baring-Gould, Sherlock Holmes of Baker Street, 48-5I. Some confusion 
exists over the dating of The Musgrave Ritual. If, as Baring-Gould contended, it occurred 
in October 1879, Holmes could not have visited the eastern cities before he made the 
western tour. However, some students place the Ritual in 1877, and others, including one 
of the editors of this journal, say it is a complete fabrication. Baring-Gould based 
Holmes's arrival date in New York on a single source: M. Sasanoff, Seventy Years a 
Showman.  If a copy could be located, perhaps his notes could be clarified.  
(2.) Baring-Gould describes in some detail Holmes's days as an actor; Vincent Starrett, in 
The Private Life of Sherlock Holmes, documents Holmes's familiarity with music and 
opera. 
  



manners, and habits, and his knowledge of certain American cities: New York, 
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Chicago, and Topeka, Kansas3. 

The chronology of the trip is still very sketchy, but it would appear that he arrived 
in New York in the fall of 1879 and travelled as far west as Chicago, Kansas City and 
Topeka, and then visited other cities on his way back to the east coast.  
 That he was the mysterious third man seen by flickering lantern light at the 
Kansas City railroad station standing by the body seems certain. The stage company had 
arrived in the city on January 6. (It was, as it happened, Holmes 26th birthday.)  The last 
performance was on Saturday evening, after which the company, or several members 
thereof, took the night train to Topeka. The train was scheduled to leave at 10:30. The 
body was discovered about 9:30. At the station, tending to matters of luggage and 
ticketing was Holmes, whose curiosity would have been aroused when Jenkins called the 
yardmaster. 
 But how did the body get beside the tracks?  Since Holmes had already 
established to his own satisfaction that Gunn did not fall from the bridge, only a single 
possibility remained: the body had been thrown or had fallen from a train. Because of the 
absence of train ticket on or near the body, it was unlikely that the victim had been a 
passenger.  Holmes, however, noted that the rails curved around a high bluff upon which 
much of the city is built. Focusing on the absence of any blood except a coagulated 
trickle on the face, he concluded that the murder had taken place elsewhere and that 
Gunn's remains had been dropped from the bluff to land atop a passing train; as the cars 
rounded the curve the body rolled off. 

Fifteen years later, Sherlock Holmes, by then a renowned detective, was called 
upon to solve the death of young Cadogan West, whose body was found beside the tracks 
near Aldgate Station, London. The circumstances were similar- the position of the body, 
the absence of copious bleeding, papers in a pocket, and no ticket. That Holmes thought 
of the similarities to his earlier investigation is seen in his remark: "I have hold of one 
idea which may lead us far. The man met his death elsewhere, and his body was on the 
roof of a carriage." 

This, as we all know, proved to be the case in The Bruce-Partington Plans. 
However, he reckoned wrong as far as the Kansas City authorities were concerned. 
Despite all the evidence to the contrary, on the Monday after Holmes left the city a 
coroner's jury decided that Gunn had met death by accidently falling from the bridge. 
Their only comment was to suggest a new railing! 
 
 
 
 
 
             
(3.) As Christopher Morley so aptly noted (in "Was Sherlock Holmes on American?"). 
"Otherwise how could he have known there was no such person as Dr. Lysander Starr (of 
Topeka)?" 


